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report of the judges
INTRODUCTION

2015 marks the third year of the CSCS Excellence in Governance Awards.
The Canadian Society of Corporate Secretaries created the EG Awards program in 2013 to recognize the important
contribution governance professionals make vis-à-vis best practices that build and sustain shareholder and stakeholder
value, as well as enhance transparency and accountability in Canadian organizations.
The EG Awards highlight the critical role that good governance plays in sustaining the value of Canada’s public companies,
crown corporations, government agencies and not-for-profit organizations, and in contributing to the competitiveness
of Canada’s economy and its capital markets. This program has been a great success so far, underscoring our belief that
these awards represent a welcome and important recognition for the Canadian corporate governance community.
This judges’ report is intended to provide insight into some of the accomplishments that have set the winners apart
from the pack and to communicate the EG Award judges’ thoughts and rationale behind selecting the winning
organizations from the rest of the nominees. It is meant to serve as a useful reference for other organizations to learn
about the best practices that the judges felt were demonstrated by this year’s EG Award winners.
We also hope that this report will provide insights on the overall standard of good governance in Canada and will
incite Canadian organizations to continue to raise the bar and to innovate in this field.

Sincerely,

Lynn Beauregard
President
CSCS
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judges
The Excellence in Governance Awards jury panel is composed of seasoned and well-respected governance thought
leaders from across Canada. CSCS has carefully selected the judges to ensure representation from all aspects of the
governance community including shareholder representatives, regulatory experts, leading academics and practitioners.
Judging Panel:

Geoffrey D. Creighton

Carrie Mandel

Principal, In-House Counsel Worldwide

Partner, Legal, Compliance and
Regulatory Practice, Spencer Stuart Toronto/New York Office

Gigi Dawe

Paul Schneider

Principal, Research Guidance and
Support Leader, Corporate Oversight
and Governance, CPA Canada

Head of Corporate Governance, Public
Equities, Ontario Teachers’ Pension Plan

Sylvia Groves

Elizabeth Watson, QC

President and Creative Director,
Governance Studio

Founder and President,
Watson Inc.

Richard Leblanc
Associate Professor, Law, Governance
and Ethics, York University
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Honorary Judge:

Judging Facilitator:

Peter Dey

Brendan Sheehan

Chairman,
Paradigm Capital Inc.

Managing Director, Corporate
Governance, Rivel Research Group

Shortlisting Judges:

Wendy King

Sheldon Stener

Vice President, Legal, Risk and
Governance, Capstone Mining Corp.

General Counsel and Corporate
Secretary, Federated Co-operatives
Limited

Jamie Patterson

Terri Uhrich

Corporate Counsel,
Group Medical Services

General Counsel, K+S Potash
Canada General Partnership

Christine Staley
Acting Executive Director, Canadian
Corporate Counsel Association
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best sustainability, ethics and
environmental governance program
judging criteria:
Entrants were judged on the quality, consistency, robustness and clarity of corporate social responsibility programs and
reporting. This included environmental, social and governance considerations, other non-financial factors and broad stakeholder
engagement. Nominees addressed climate change policies, environmental health and safety, anti-corruption framework,
sustainability, social outreach and political engagement. Judges considered the extent to which the company integrated CSR
issues into everyday business practices and the overall understanding of the short and long-term role the company plays in all the
communities and environments in which it operates.
In addition, nominees in this category articulated the value created by the sustainability, ethics and governance program to the
company, the shareholders and the broader community. Description of how the company went beyond regulatory minimums or
industry standards were also included.
LARGE-CAP WINNER: CAMECO CORPORATION
For over a quarter century, Cameco has been safely and reliably producing uranium and nuclear fuel
products to generate electricity at the world’s nuclear reactors. Cameco’s mission is to bring the multiple
benefits of nuclear energy to the world. As they do so, they measure their success in maintaining a
safe, healthy and rewarding workplace, a clean environment, supportive communities and outstanding
financial performance. Cameco’s vision is to energize the world as the global leader of fuel supply for
clean-air nuclear power.
judges comments:
In a tough industry with many critics Cameco has a long standing and well-deserved reputation for leadership in the area of
corporate social responsibility. In a sector that gets a great deal of attention regarding environmental and societal risks, Cameco
stands out as a company that truly understands and embraces what it means to be “responsible.”
The company does not just approach ESG as a regulatory requirement but rather does its best to embed sustainability and ethics
into the core function of the business. It actually “walks the walk.” It integrates sustainable development principles and practices
at every level of the corporation. Furthermore, the company is deeply involved with native communities and involves them in many
aspects of project development and operation. The judges were impressed that senior executive performance metrics include a
number of environmental and social factors that are tied directly to incentive compensation.
Outreach and engagement are key elements of Cameco’s business model. It performs in-depth perception studies among
important stakeholder groups every 12-18 months to identify and respond to stakeholder priorities. Management tracks and
reports on 33 non-financial metrics and is a leader in transparency and disclosure – even when it may be uncomfortable to do so.
In addition, it is clear that the board is heavily involved in CSR oversight which gives significant comfort that the company, at all
levels, is striving to do the right thing.
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MID-CAP WINNER: TAHOE RESOURCES
Tahoe Resources Inc. is a publicly traded company (TSX, BVL:THO/NYSE:TAHO) led by
experienced mining professionals who are dedicated to the responsible production of precious
metals in the Americas.
In their quest to develop and operate world-class mines, they are dedicated to maximizing shareholder value while working to
the highest standards of environmental stewardship, community engagement and employee health and safety. As a new leader
in precious metals, they operate the Escobal silver mine in Guatemala and La Arena gold mine in Peru and are developing the
Shahuindo project, also in Peru.
judges comments:
Tahoe has some unique processes when it comes to sustainability and ethics including its 5-step relationship map for engagement.
Faced with smaller budgets, the company takes a creative approach to managing CSR that is different from many of its larger peers.
In the words of one judge, “mining in developing countries is where the rubber hits the road for sustainability. Tahoe is to be
commended for going the extra distance to ensure it has comprehensive structures and practices for sustainability and respect for
human rights.”
Tahoe implemented a Human Rights Policy that reflects “best international practices” and extends to employees, communities,
shareholders, contractors and suppliers. This includes spending $2 million in 2014 on local and regional programs in Guatemala.
One of Tahoe’s many unique programs includes a community level operation that supports over 600 home gardens to help local
residents grow healthy food, targeted primarily at those areas where families live in poverty. Additionally, in an industry that
often requires significant clearing of land, the company maintains its own corporate greenhouses to ensure quantity, quality and
availability of domestic plants for re-vegetation.
HONORABLE MENTION: GREATER TORONTO AIRPORTS AUTHORITY
The Greater Toronto Airports Authority is the manager and operator of Toronto Pearson International
Airport, handling the most airline passengers and cargo traffic of any Canadian airport. Toronto Pearson is
the second busiest airport in terms of international traffic (international and transborder) in North America.
In 2014, 38.6 million passengers travelled through Toronto Pearson.
judges comments:
The judges feel GTAA has a unique board committee in terms of their CSR. The company takes an engaged and proactive
approach to CSR and ties outcomes to executive compensation metrics. Some creative programs include replacing roofs of nearby
houses to achieve better noise abatement. This is less about environment and more about improving the overall quality of life for
the local community.
GTAA has a very ambitious program and for a smaller business it is punching well above its weight.
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best use of technology in
governance, risk and compliance
judging criteria:
Judges in this category looked at how effectively the governance team applied technology in managing the enterprise-wide
compliance function, board materials, ethics training and shareholder communications and electronic filing and voting. Specific
areas of consideration included records management and regulatory filings, management and distribution of board content
including minutes, legal matter management and use of technology in shareholder voting processes.
Also considered was how the application of technology improved overall governance practices including strategic oversight
and board function. Nominees were asked to provide specific examples of how technology has prevented ethics or compliance
violations, improved risk identification, assessment and mitigation and added to the culture of the organization.
Winner: Royal Bank of Canada
Royal Bank of Canada is Canada’s largest bank, and one of the largest banks in the world, based on market capitalization. They
are one of North America’s leading diversified financial services companies, and provide personal and commercial banking, wealth
management, insurance, investor services and capital markets products and services on a global basis. They employ approximately
78,000 full- and part-time employees who serve more than 16 million personal, business, public sector and institutional clients
through offices in Canada, the U.S. and 39 other countries.
judges comments:
RBC is a repeat winner for a reason – it goes above and beyond what are already stringent regulatory requirements to make sure
it has a best in class compliance and governance monitoring program. Many companies have effective compliance tools but RBC
is effective in linking its technical applications across multiple areas of the company and applying it in a centralized and coherent
manner. The bank is using the same technology to manage its operations across 39 countries and takes an effective approach to
monitoring fraud compliance and risk.
In the words of one judge, “RBC stood out in their approach to technology due to the advanced systems used in their document
management and global compliance functions. These systems ensure that institutional knowledge is preserved and can be
transferred and allow them to better mitigate risk and satisfy the rigorous compliance standards facing the financial industry,
respectively. This, combined with their dedication to continuous improvement, sets RBC apart from their peers.”
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best approach to board and committee support
judging criteria: Nominees were asked to discuss processes and procedures in place that ensured the most effective operation
of the board and maximization of governance and strategic oversight functions. This included, but was not limited to board and CEO
evaluations, director education, mandate review, succession planning, onboarding procedures, talent management and management
of board materials.
Winner: FIRST WEST CREDIT UNION
First West Credit Union is British Columbia’s third-largest credit union with nearly $10 billion
in assets under administration, more than 240,000 members and more than 1,700 employees. First West operates 53 branches
throughout the province under the Island Savings, Envision Financial, Valley First and Enderby & District Financial brands, offering
members the financial strength, comprehensive product selection and extended branch network of a large financial institution
while maintaining local brand identities and a unique grassroots approach to service.
judges comments: As part of its comprehensive process of orientation, education and renewal, First West deserves
recognition for its innovation of submitting all directors, including incumbents, to annual interviews and assessment against skills
criteria. This annual review and evaluation process makes intelligent use of a well-defined skills matrix.
The company also requires directors to participate in quarterly education sessions and when directors attend external programs
they must submit an evaluation of the program to fellow board members. Despite the thoroughness, the board manual is easy to
read and understand and shows a practical approach that allows for informal processes and methods as well as more formal ones.
The judges were impressed with First West’s overall approach to board and committee support, combined with its commitment
to board processes as they relate to director education and board renewal, which clearly ensure the board is adding value to the
organization and shareholders.
HONORABLE MENTION: UNIVERSITY OF CALGARY
The University of Calgary is a young and ambitious research-intensive university with almost 4,800
faculty and staff offering over 100 different academic programs through 14 faculties and 53 teaching
departments. Grounded in innovative learning and teaching, the University of Calgary’s vision is to be a
global intellectual hub located in one of Canada’s most dynamic cities.
judges comments: Supporting a “lay-board” or a board that has frequent turnover has its distinct
challenges that make onboarding crucial. What is interesting here is that, “if you take away the University” moniker this board
would be ready and able to be a public company board. The board is properly focused in the right areas in terms of ensuring board
understanding of the organization. This is achieved, in part, through an extensive roster of orientation, ongoing education and
regular skills assessments. The judges were impressed overall and felt that an honorable mention was deserved.
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best stakeholder engagement
by a governance team
judging criteria:
This category considered a company’s overall shareholder engagement activities. Nominees highlighted written, online, and
in-person communication practices. The judges looked for clarity, completeness and accuracy of written disclosures, the
effectiveness of investor outreach activities and the level of non-financial stakeholder engagement. Accessibility of the board
and the level of responsiveness to shareholder activities were given particular consideration as did the integration between the
IR and governance functions.
Nominees were asked to highlight direct impacts of engagement practices. This included, but was not limited to outcomes such as
improved proxy voting outcomes, reduced instances of shareholder proposals, increased standing with NGOs, community groups
and overall organizational reputation.
Winner: CANADIAN BLOOD SERVICES
Canadian Blood Services manages the national supply of blood, blood products and stem cells, and related services for all the
provinces and territories (excluding Québec). The company operates an integrated, pan-Canadian service delivery model that
includes leading an interprovincial system for organ donation and transplantation.
judges comments:
Canadian Blood Services stands out because, more than any other organization in this category, it doesn’t just conduct outreach
but it genuinely and effectively acts on the results. The judges were impressed with the semi-annual open board meetings that give
stakeholders direct access to the board.
As one judge highlights, “Canadian Blood Services operates in an arena where its operations can literally be a lifesaver for
its clients. In that highly-charged context, the organization does an admirable job of building a culture of trust, transparency,
responsive communication and stakeholder engagement – through both national and regional liaison committees.”
The organization is acutely aware of the important role it plays in the community and understands the need for communication
and feedback. It does not shy away from past failures and confronts challenging situations with a spirit of openness and a
desire to do things to the highest standards. Public companies can learn a lot about open and effective engagement from
Canadian Blood Services.
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best practices to enhance boardroom diversity
judging criteria: Entrants were judged on the diversity of their board of directors, including consideration and disclosure of: a
diversity policy; measurable diversity objectives and regular progress reporting; director term limits and turnover; board and committee
chairship; diversity incorporation within the board evaluation and director identification and selection processes; the objective application
of a director competency and skills matrix; the verifiable existence of an organizational culture of inclusion; and other leading practices,
such as the verifiable existence of a robust and implemented talent management strategy, director interviews, restrictions on the number
of boards on which directors serve, and the recruiting of diverse candidates and first-time directors not previously known to the board.
Winner: HSBC BANK CANADA
HSBC Bank Canada, a subsidiary of HSBC Holdings plc, is the leading international bank in the
country. They help companies and individuals to do business and manage their finances internationally through three global
business lines: Commercial Banking, Global Banking and Markets, and Retail Banking and Wealth Management. Canada is a
priority market for the HSBC Group – one of the world’s largest banking and financial services groups with assets of US$2,670bn
at 31 March 2015. Linked by advanced technology, HSBC serves customers worldwide through an international network of 6,100
offices in 73 countries and territories in Europe, Asia, North and Latin America, and the Middle East and North Africa.
judges comments: HSBC is a leader in nearly all facets of diversity. It is the only major bank in Canada with a female CEO and a board
that is almost 50/50 in terms of gender diversity. More importantly, the company takes a far broader view of diversity than just gender.
HSBC currently is in the 4th year of a 5-year strategic review of its diversity practices and plans to further advance diversity
throughout the organization. The board and management are looking at diversity as a long-term strategy and analyzing how to
bring greater diversity into the organization. The fact that management wants employees to reflect the client-base, in terms of
women and minorities, makes perfect sense.
The judges were impressed with many aspects of the diversity program including: Executive and CEO performance scorecards
reflect gender goals (and are tied directly to compensation); formal board succession plan with gender as one of the
considerations; CEO reports at every board meeting on diversity and inclusion; head of HR also meets with the board and provides
information on diversity and inclusion; emphasis on cultural diversity; participation in WorldPride by employees (supportive of
LGBTQ population); and ongoing growth in number of employees with disabilities.
HONORABLE MENTION: GREATER TORONTO AIRPORTS AUTHORITY
The Greater Toronto Airports Authority is the manager and operator of Toronto Pearson International Airport,
handling the most airline passengers and cargo traffic of any Canadian airport. Toronto Pearson is the second
busiest airport in terms of international traffic (international and transborder) in North America. In 2014, 38.6
million passengers travelled through Toronto Pearson.
judges comments: Greater Toronto is one of the most diverse communities in Canada and the GTAA has made extra, sustained
efforts that are embedded in its policies and practices to ensure its leadership and employee base reflects its broader community. In
addition to having a highly diverse board, almost 50% of vice presidents at GTAA are female. The company diversity initiative includes
not only gender but cultural background and sexual orientation. The judges felt that GTAA’s overall approach to diversity across its
organization was deserving of recognition.
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best practices in strategic
planning, oversight and value
creation by the board
judging criteria:
Entrants were judged on the role of the board in value creation and strategic planning, including evidence of: company
performance; the board setting standards for a vigorous value creation process and ambitious value creation criteria; and the board
leading management to develop an optimal value creation plan.
The judging panel looked for a highly engaged level of functioning by the board e.g., in deep dives and other due diligence into the
company, its business model, industry and markets to understand the value drivers, innovation opportunities and associated risks.
Nominees addressed the role the board plays in: approving the value creation and strategic plan and its milestones; monitoring
progress regularly; and calling for prompt corrective action to ensure goals are met, including increased goals as new or
unanticipated opportunities arise, and avoiding potential value destroying events.
Questions the panel looked for included: Does the reporting format and information flow provide frequent, timely and accurate
information to the board on plan progress and any variances? Does the board address plan variances quickly and directly? Does
management provide concrete responses on how any shortfall will be corrected, by whom and when? Is there robust debate and
communication between the board and executive team, and a review of plan execution as the primary board agenda item? Is plan
execution linked to simple, straight-forward, short- as well as long-term, and financial as well as non-financial, incentive metrics, and the
need to hit certain hurdles before incentive compensation is awarded? Does the Board Chair adopt a primary role in leading the foregoing?
Winner: ATB FINANCIAL
ATB Financial’s mandate is to provide Albertans access to financial services and to enhance competition in the financial services
marketplace in Alberta.
judges comments:
One of the most interesting and impressive elements of board function and policy at ATB is that it appears to look at all its strategic
decisions through the lens of “Why does ATB exist?” Addressing that question as part of the decision making and strategic process
allows ATB to view value creation in a much broader way – and to some degree longer term – than some of its peers.
The board is heavily involved in setting the key performance indicators for management and reviewing those against performance
throughout the year. There are no static processes at ATB. Everything is reviewed regularly and updated when needed.
Through a combination of strategic retreats, rigorous measurement and constant reporting, ATB ensures its board can make its
best contribution to strategic oversight.
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best overall corporate governance
judgING Criteria:
To be recognized in this category companies needed to demonstrate a high level of effectiveness across three
pillars: governance, risk and compliance. The judges assessed overall risk management processes, and how
policies and procedures were implemented to achieve a truly enterprise-wide culture of governance and ethics. Judges also
considered how completely the company integrates governance structures into day-to-day business operations. Some areas of
consideration included board and executive compensation disclosures, CSR policies and procedures, stakeholder outreach and
communication, conflict resolution, subsidiary management, regulatory compliance operations, anti-fraud procedures and an
understanding of the rights and needs of all stakeholders.
This award looked at the coordination of governance, compliance, ethics and risk-management processes across the entire
corporation (including all subsidiaries). The judges considered the level of understanding and integration of good governance
principles across all disciplines and a truly non-silo approach to achieving an ethical governance environment.
Overall, nominees were asked to demonstrate how they have integrated governance principles into the organizational culture and
articulate the benefits to all stakeholders resulting from these achievements.
Winner: ROYAL BANK OF CANADA
Royal Bank of Canada is Canada’s largest bank, and one of the largest banks in the world, based on market capitalization. They
are one of North America’s leading diversified financial services companies, and provide personal and commercial banking, wealth
management, insurance, investor services and capital markets products and services on a global basis. They employ approximately
78,000 full- and part-time employees who serve more than 16 million personal, business, public sector and institutional clients
through offices in Canada, the U.S. and 39 other countries.
judges comments:
RBC is the consummate example of doing most things right year-in and year-out. The company has created a culture that truly
integrates governance and ethics into its day-to-day business operations.
It would be easy for such a large organization to fall into the trap of being complacent but despite the fact that RBC has many
excellent processes and has been a market leader in governance for many years, the board and management continue to strive for
improvement. The board has made several changes this year and does not rest on its laurels.
RBC has fine-tuned its already robust risk oversight process and has a unique situation where multiple board committees are
involved in overall risk oversight including audit, HR and of course the risk committee. As one judge commented, “Pick your
favorite governance topic, and RBC will be among the leaders in that area. This consistency merits recognition in this year’s best
overall award.”
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CSCS Peter Dey governance achievement award
judgING Criteria: The Peter Dey governance achievement award is meant to recognize the outstanding contribution(s) by an
individual to corporate governance in Canada and ongoing achievement in the realm of corporate governance. CSCS has Peter
Dey to thank for its inception as it formed around the time the Dey Report was issued, responding to the growing demand from
governance professionals for a forum of like-minded individuals. As such, CSCS considers Peter Dey to be the “godfather of Canadian
governance” and has named this award after him.
WINNER: DAVID R. BEATTY
Mr. Beatty spent a decade managing one of North America’s largest food companies. Over his career he
has served on 38 different boards of directors in Canada, America, Mexico, Australia and England and been
chairman of 8 public companies.
Currently, he serves as chair of Rubicon Minerals (a start-up gold company in Canada) and on the board of
FirstService – both are traded in Toronto and New York. He also serves on the boards of privately held Canada
Steamship Lines and City Financial (in London).
In the not-for-profit sector David served on Peter Drucker’s Foundation Board in the United States for over a decade as Vice Chairman.
He was the founding Managing Director of the Canadian Coalition for Good Governance (2003-2008), an organization that
represents 50 institutional investors with ~C$1,300 billion of assets under management.
David is a Professor and Conway Chair of the Clarkson Centre for Board Effectiveness at the University of Toronto’s Rotman School of
Management where he teaches corporate strategy and corporate governance. He is the creator of the Directors Education Program
(DEP) and remains curriculum overseer.
In 2013 he was inducted into the Order of Canada, the nation’s highest civilian honor, and in 1994 he was made an Officer of the Most
Excellent Order of the British Empire by Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II at Buckingham Palace for his services to Papua New Guinea.
judges comments: Mr. Beatty has remained focussed on the goal of improving governance throughout his career and his work
has gone a long way to legitimize corporate governance in Canada. He is a true trailblazer and has never shied from moving the ball
further down the field to improve corporate governance practices in his own companies, on the boards of the companies he has
served and is still serving, and in his academic teachings. Governance awards like the EG Awards would probably not exist without his
work in raising the bar and setting new standards.
Mr. Beatty’s efforts with the Canadian Coalition for Good Governance (CCGG) involved a lot of strategic thinking and heavy lifting in
convincing boards to change practices that were at the time considered to be entrenched (such as banks splitting the roles of Chair
and CEO). He drafted CCGG’s first Good Governance Principles and Principles of Executive Compensation, which continue to be
the reference point for good governance. He was a founding partner of the ICD Director Education Program and was instrumental
in developing the curriculum which has raised the level of director preparedness with the effect of improving overall corporate
governance in Canada. He has been a long-time supporter of the work of the Canadian Society of Corporate Secretaries and of
the importance of the role of the Corporate Secretary in shepherding good governance. Mr. Beatty also continues to promote good
governance around the world and has done a lot of work establishing good governance practices in other markets such as Saudi
Arabia. He also continues to lead the Clarkson Centre for Business Ethics and Board Effectiveness at Rotman School of Management.
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CSCS Joyce Borden-Reed
distinguished contribution award
judging criteria: The CSCS Joyce Borden-Reed distinguished contribution award recognizes individuals who have made
significant contributions to CSCS over a period of years. Named after one of the founding board members of CSCS, it aims to
identify those who have directly advanced the interests of CSCS and furthered the organization’s place in the Canadian governance
community. Any past or present members who have rendered unusual or exceptional service, or service consistently rendered over
a period of years that has directly furthered CSCS’ goals in a significant manner were considered.
Award recipients demonstrate exemplarily leadership and have:
•
contributed to CSCS in a number of capacities over ten years of service, or more
•
generously given their time and efforts to promote the ideals of CSCS
•
worked diligently to raises the profile of CSCS in the governance community
WINNER: GLENN G. KEELING
The 2015 recipient of the CSCS Joyce Borden-Reed distinguished contribution award is Mr. Glenn Keeling.
Glenn is a seasoned business professional with significant expertise in the areas of corporate governance and
stakeholder engagement. Most recently, he was Managing Director, Advisory Services, CST Trust Company.
He began his career in the mid 1980’s, holding a number of senior management positions in the electronic
publishing and newswire communications services industries in Canada, most notably at Canada NewsWire,
The Globe & Mail (Info Globe) and The Financial Post (FP Online). In 1998, he became President and Chief Executive Officer of
Georgeson Canada, and he held that position until 2007, when he moved to Laurel Hill Advisory Group as a co-founder and partner.
In 2010, Glenn co-founded Phoenix Advisory Partners, a proxy solicitation and governance advisory firm that was merged in 2014
with D.F. King, a proxy solicitation, stakeholder engagement and advisory business.
Over the course of his career, Glenn has developed significant expertise in the shareholder engagement and corporate governance arenas.
He has broad expertise and a network of contacts and associates in the legal, investment banking and issuer communities in Canada and the
U.S., and has emerged as an authority in Canada for issues involving strategic solicitation or corporate governance advisory issues.
judges comments: Glenn Keeling has made a significant contribution in the sphere of shareholder engagement and strategic
counsel in Canada and to the Canadian Society of Corporate Secretaries over the course of his career. For as long as most of us can
remember, Glenn has shone light and provided reliable guidance in an area of governance that remains wanting in transparency. He
knows precisely how and where to reach out for vital information and bring influence to bear whenever shareholder voting becomes
critical in the affairs of Canada’s listed companies.
Glenn has founded and managed at the most senior levels, many of Canada’s proxy solicitation firms, as well as mentored many who
work in the industry. In addition to his day-to-day obligations, Glenn has offered insight, guidance, and the benefit of his considerable
network to the Society whenever the need arose.
Glenn Keeling embodies, like no other, the qualities this award is meant to recognize.
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submit a nomination for the 2016
Excellence in Governance Awards
Nominations will be accepted from February 1, 2016 to May 31, 2016
Eligibility
The awards are open to all organizations and to corporate secretaries, general counsel, governance and compliance officers at any
company listed and head-quartered in Canada. Either individual or team nominations will be accepted in each category.
In order for the nomination to be considered, materials submitted in support of the nominations must relate to activities that took
place between February 1, 2015 and January 31, 2016.
Nominations may be submitted in multiple categories, however each submission requires an entry form per category.
The judging committee is solely responsible for selecting winners, except for the Joyce Borden-Reed Award. CSCS staff and board
members will not be directly or indirectly involved in nominating companies, selecting the shortlist, or choosing winners. The judges’
decision is final and no negotiation will be entered into.
How to Submit a Nomination
1.	Nominate yourself, your team, or your peer(s). Start with an executive summary.
For all categories the nominee must submit an executive summary outlining achievements and addressing each specific criteria as
outlined in the nomination brief. The summary must include a description not only on the specific criteria but must explain why
the company/individual/program is unique and what makes it “the best.” This should include a narrative of not only what was
done but “how” and “why”. The judging panel requires a clear and consistent explanation of what differentiates the nominee
from its peers. The executive summary is limited to 750 words.
2.	Upload supporting materials.
If including supporting materials please direct judges to specific sections/pages that best support your submission. Be as accurate,
specific and brief as possible.
3.

Provide nominee consent. Complete, sign, and submit the entry form.
You may nominate yourself or an organization other than your own. In either case, the executive summary needs to be submitted
as described above, including the relevant supporting materials. The nominee(s) will also need to complete and sign the standard
entry form indicating their consent to be considered in the judging process. If a nomination is submitted for another organization
or individual(s) and the nominating party wishes to remain anonymous, please make a note of this on the summary form and
CSCS will follow up with the nominee(s) directly for their consent and materials.

If you would like a reminder when the award nominations open, please email egawards@cscs.org.
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about CSCS
The Canadian Society of Corporate Secretaries is recognized as the most important organization for
corporate governance professionals in Canada.
As the principal advocate for those who work in corporate governance, CSCS strives to enhance the public’s awareness of the
importance of good governance. CSCS is the voice of corporate governance professionals in Canada and participates with other
stakeholders, including capital markets participants, government bodies and regulators, in fostering a governance environment
that sets Canada apart in the world. CSCS supports its membership with continuing education and networking opportunities that
are second to none.
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Lynn Beauregard, President
21 St. Clair Avenue East, Suite 802
Toronto, ON M4T 1L9, Canada
Phone: 416-921-5449
Toll-free: 1-800-774-2850
Email: egawards@cscs.org
Website: www.cscs.org/EGA

